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MODULES IN MONOIDAL MODEL CATEGORIES
L. GAUNCE LEWIS, JR. AND MICHAEL A. MANDELL
Abstract. This paper studies the existence of and compatibility between
derived change of ring, balanced product, and function module derived functors
on module categories in monoidal model categories.
1. Introduction
A “monoidal model category” M is a category having a symmetric monoidal
closed structure and a closed model category structure which satisfy certain com-
patibility conditions (reviewed in Section 2 below). These conditions ensure that
the homotopy category HoM inherits a symmetric monoidal structure and that
the localization functor is (lax) symmetric monoidal. Schwede and Shipley began
the study of monoidal model categories in [12]. There, they provide good criteria
for the categories of modules and algebras over a monoid A in M to inherit closed
model structures from M . The purpose of this paper is to study the existence and
behavior of the derived functors of certain commonly used functors relating various
categories of modules over a monoid in a monoidal model category. These functors
are all variants of the “function object” and “balanced product” constructions.
Let ∧ denote the symmetric monoidal product, I denote the unit, and [-,-] denote
the internal function object for M . A left A-module is an object M of M with an
associative and unital left action map A ∧M →M . For left A-modules L and M ,
the left A-module function object A[L,M ] is the equalizer in M
A[L,M ] // [L,M ] // // [A ∧ L,M ],
where one of the righthand arrows is induced by the A-action A ∧ L → L and
the other the composite of the map [L,M ] → [A ∧ L,A ∧M ] and the A-action
A ∧ M → M . Similarly, for a right A-module M and a left A-module N , the
balanced product M ∧A N is the coequalizer in M
M ∧ A ∧N //
//
M ∧N // M ∧A N,
where one of the lefthand arrows is induced by the right action of A on M and the
other by the left action of A on N .
It is clear from the definitions that the set AM (L,M) of left A-module maps from
L toM is naturally in bijective correspondence with the set M (I,A[L,M ]) of maps
in M from the unit I to A[L,M ]. Thus, the left A-function object construction
enriches the category AM of left A-modules over the category M . For objects X
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in M and L,M in AM , the objects L ∧X and [X,M ] inherit left A-actions from
L and the enriched parametrized adjunctions
A[L ∧X,M ] ∼= [X,A[L,M ]] ∼= A[L, [X,M ]]
indicate that the constructions L∧X and [X,M ] provide tensors and cotensors for
the enrichment of AM over M . The forgetful functor AM−→M has enriched left
and right adjoints, called the free and cofree functors, sending an object X of M to
A∧X and [A,X ], respectively. These functors have a rich structure of interrelations
and coherences that the enriched category theory language concisely encodes and
which would be tedious to list in terms of individual natural isomorphisms.
Our first objective is to describe conditions under which all of this structure
passes over to the homotopy categories. Much of it passes over with no restrictions
other than a very standard one on the model structure inherited by AM from M .
A closed model structure on the module category AM is said to have fibrations and
weak equivalences created in M if a map f in AM is a fibration or weak equivalence
in the model structure for AM if and only if it is one in the model structure for
M . The following is the most basic theorem in this direction.
Theorem 1.1. Let M be a monoidal model category, and let A be a monoid in
M . If the category of left A-modules is a closed model category with fibrations and
weak equivalences created in M , then:
(a) The right derived functor A[[−,−]] of A[−,−] exists and enriches HoAM
over HoM .
(b) The right derived functor [[−,−]] of the cotensor functor [−,−] : M op ×
AM → AM exists and provides cotensors for HoAM over HoM
(c) The left derived functor ∧̂ of the tensor functor ∧ : AM ×M → AM exists
and provides tensors for HoAM over HoM
The enrichment concisely encodes many relations and coherences that are less
obvious for these derived functors than for the corresponding functors on M and
AM . For example, the interpretation of ∧̂ as a tensor encodes coherent associativity
natural isomorphisms as well as various adjunctions. This theorem is a special case
of a general theorem for closed model categories enriched over monoidal model
categories, discussed in Section 3.
The condition that fibrations and weak equivalences are created in M obviously
implies that the forgetful functor from AM to M and its left adjoint free functor
form a Quillen adjunction, and so induce a derived adjunction on the homotopy
categories. Likewise, since the cotensor in HoAM is the right derived functor [[−,−]]
of [−,−] : M op × AM → AM , it follows that its composition with the derived
forgetful functor to HoM is naturally isomorphic to the right derived functor of
[−,−] : M op × M → M . The corresponding assertions about the existence of a
right adjoint for the derived forgetful functor and that the derived forgetful functor
preserves tensors need not hold in general, but require an additional hypothesis
on A. This hypothesis depends only on A viewed as an object of M , and it is
convenient to state in a general context for further use in the statements below.
Definition 1.2. Let C be a closed model category that is also enriched over a
monoidal model category M by function objects C [−,−]. An object C is said to
be semicofibrant in C when the functor C [C,−] preserves fibrations and acyclic
fibrations.
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This property is explored further in Section 6. The following result proved in that
section provides enough information about this notion for our present purposes.
Proposition 1.3. Let A be a monoid in a monoidal model category M for which
the module category AM is a closed model category with fibrations and weak equiv-
alences created in M .
(a) M is semicofibrant in AM if and only if the functor M ∧ (−) : M−→AM
preserves cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations.
(b) If M ∈ AM is cofibrant in AM then it is semicofibrant in AM . Moreover,
if the unit I is cofibrant in M , then an object M of AM is semicofibrant in AM
if and only if it is cofibrant in AM .
(c) If M ∈ AM is semicofibrant in AM and M → N is a cofibration in AM ,
then N is semicofibrant in AM .
(d) A, considered as an object of AM , is semicofibrant in AM . In particular,
I is semicofibrant in M .
If the monoid A is semicofibrant when considered as an object of M , then all
of the enriched structure of AM over M discussed above passes to the homotopy
categories.
Theorem 1.4. Let M be a monoidal model category, and let A be a monoid in
M . If the category of left A-modules is a closed model category with fibrations and
weak equivalences created in M , then:
(a) The left derived functor of the free functor M−→AM exists and is a HoM -
enriched left adjoint to the forgetful functor from HoAM to HoM .
(b) The forgetful functor HoAM−→HoM preserves cotensors.
Moreover, if A is semicofibrant as an object of M , then:
(c) The right derived functor of the cofree functor M−→AM exists and is a
HoM -enriched right adjoint to the forgetful functor from HoAM to HoM .
(d) The forgetful functor HoAM−→HoM preserves tensors.
The hypothesis above that A is semicofibrant as an object of M seems to hold
quite generally: Often the category of monoids in M forms a closed model category
where the unit map I → A for a cofibrant monoid A is a cofibration in M . In
that case parts (c) and (d) of Proposition 1.3 imply that cofibrant monoids are
semicofibrant objects of M . This applies in particular when the hypotheses of the
main theorem of Schwede–Shipley [12, 4.1] hold.
The results above are special cases of more general results about bimodule cat-
egories and functors between such categories. If A and B are monoids in M , then
an (A,B)-bimodule M in M is an object of M with commuting left A-module and
right B-module structures. Equivalently, it may be described as a left A ∧ Bop-
module. The category of (A,B)-bimodules is denoted AMB , and the A ∧ B
op-
module function object A∧B
op
[−,−] is denoted A[−,−]B.
Any object X of M carries a canonical (I, I)-bimodule structure. Moreover,
any right A-module N carries a canonical (I, A)-bimodule structure. Analogously,
any left B-module M is canonically a (B, I)-bimodule. Thus, we can identify the
category M with the categories IM , MI and IMI . Similarly, AM and MB can
be identified with AMI and IMB, respectively. With this perspective all results
below for categories of bimodules specialize to corresponding results for categories
of left and/or right modules.
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For any (A,B)-bimodule M and any left B-module N , the balanced product
M ∧B N is naturally a left A-module. More generally, for monoids A, B, and C,
we can consider − ∧B − to be a functor
− ∧B − : AMB × BMC−→AMC .
Similarly, if M is an (A,B)-bimodule and P is a right A-module, then the function
objects A[M,P ] and A[P,M ] inherit B-actions from M . These actions are left and
right, respectively. Generalizing this, we can think of the left A-module function
object construction A[−,−] as a functor
A[−,−] : AMB
op
× AMC → BMC .
Analogously, we can think of the right C-module function object construction
[−,−]C as a functor
[−,−]C : AMC
op × BMC → BMA.
The three constructions A[−,−], − ∧B −, and [−,−]
C are related by natural iso-
morphisms
A[M, [N,P ]C ]B ∼= A[M ∧B N,P ]
C ∼= B [N,A[M,P ]]C , (1.5)
for M in AMB, N in BMC , and P in AMC . Note that the second isomorphism is
precisely the first isomorphism for the opposite monoids under the isomorphisms
of categories
BMC
∼= CopMBop AMB ∼= BopMAop AMC ∼= CopMAop . (1.6)
All of our module categories are enriched over M and each of the constructions
A[−,−], − ∧B −, and [−,−]
C gives a M -enriched bifunctor. With this viewpoint,
the two isomorphisms above become two enriched parametrized adjunctions. The
following theorem extends these adjunctions to the homotopy categories.
Theorem 1.7. Let M be a monoidal model category, and let A, B, and C be
monoids in M . Assume that each category of modules in each statement below is
a closed model category with fibrations and weak equivalences created in M . If B
is semicofibrant when considered as an object in M , then:
(a) The right derived functor ExtA(−B,−C) of
A[−,−] : AMB
op × AMC → BMC
exists and is enriched over HoM .
(b) The left derived functor TorB(A−,−C) of
∧B : AMB × BMC → AMC
exists, is enriched over HoM , and forms an enriched parametrized adjunction with
ExtA(−B,−C):
A[[TorB(AM,NC), P ]]
C ∼= B[[N,ExtA(MB, PC)]]
C . (1.8)
(c) Let M be a (A,B)-bimodule. If the underlying left A-module of M is
semicofibrant in AM , then TorB(AM,−C) is the left derived functor of M ∧B −,
ExtA(MB,−C) is the right derived functor of
A[M,−], and the adjunction
M ∧B (−) : BMC
//
AMC :
A[M,−]oo
is a Quillen adjunction.
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See Definition 5.4 in Section 5 for a precise definition of the enrichment of the
derived functor of a bifunctor.
Part (c) above applies in particular when M is a cofibrant (A,B)-bimodule,
because then the underlying A-module of M is cofibrant in AM and therefore
semicofibrant in AM . To see this, note that the right adjoint of the forgetful
functor AMB−→AM is the functor [B,−] : AM → AMB , which preserves fibrations
and acyclic fibrations since by hypothesis B is semicofibrant in M . It follows that
the forgetful functor AMB−→AM preserves cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations.
Another interesting case of part (c) occurs when A = B and M = B. Then
the statement is that the functors TorB(BB,−C) and ExtB(BB,−C) are naturally
isomorphic to the identity functor on HoBMC .
Isomorphism (1.8) of Theorem 1.7 can be coupled with the isomorphisms (1.6)
of categories to obtain the pair of enriched isomorphisms
A[[M,ExtCop(BN,AP )]]
B ∼= A[[TorB(AM,NC), P ]]
C ∼= B [[N,ExtA(MB , PC)]]
C (1.9)
which are the derived versions of the isomorphisms (1.5).
The universal property of derived functors implies that functors in the previous
theorem are appropriately natural in the monoids A, B, C. In fact, the natural
transformations so obtained are enriched.
Theorem 1.10. Let M be a monoidal model category, and assume that each cat-
egory of modules in each statement below is a closed model category with fibrations
and weak equivalences created in M .
(a) When the underlying objects of B and B′ are semicofibrant in M , maps of
monoids A′ → A, B′ → B, and C′ → C, induce an enriched natural transformation
of bifunctors (from HoAMB
op,HoAMC to HoB′MC′)
ExtA(−B,−C)→ ExtA′(−B′ ,−C′)
making Ext appropriately functorial in the monoid variables. In particular, this
transformation is compatible with the natural transformation A[−,−]→ A
′
[−,−],
(b) When the underlying objects of B and B′ are semicofibrant in M , maps of
monoids A′ → A, B′ → B, and C′ → C, induce an enriched natural transformation
of bifunctors (from HoAMB ,HoBMC to HoA′MC′)
TorB′(A′−,−C′)→ TorB(A−,−C),
making Tor appropriately functorial in the monoid variables. In particular, this
transformation is compatible with the natural transformation ∧B′ → ∧B,
(c) The Ext and Tor natural transformations above are appropriately compatible
with the adjunction isomorphism of Theorem 1.7(b).
In favorable situations, the underlying object in HoM of TorB(A−,−C) should
only depend on B and not on A and C. Similarly, the underlying object in HoM
of ExtA(−B,−C) should only depend on A and not on B and C. The natural
transformations of Theorem 1.10 allow us to convert this intuition into the following
precise statement. In it, we drop the notation for any monoid variable when it is
the unit I.
Theorem 1.11. Let M be a monoidal model category, and let A, B, and C be
monoids in M . Assume that each category of modules in each statement below is
a closed model category with fibrations and weak equivalences created in M . If B
is semicofibrant when considered as an object in M , then:
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(a) The natural transformation
ExtA(−B,−C)→ ExtA(−,−) =
A[[−,−]]
in HoM induced by the unit maps I → B and I → C is an isomorphism.
(b) If the underlying object of A is semicofibrant in M , then the natural trans-
formation
TorB(−,−C)→ TorB(A−,−C)
in HoMC induced by the unit map I → A is an isomorphism. Similarly, if the
underlying object of C is semicofibrant in M , then the natural transformation
TorB(A−,−)→ TorB(A−,−C)
in HoMA induced by the unit map I → C is an isomorphism.
Since a map in HoB′MC′ is an isomorphism if and only if it is sent to an
isomorphism in HoM , it follows from part (a) that for any maps of monoids
B′ → B and C → C′, when B and B′ have underlying objects that are semi-
cofibrant in M , the induced map ExtA(−B,−C) → ExtA(−B′ ,−C′) is an iso-
morphism in HoB′MC′ . Likewise, it follows from part (b) that for any map of
monoids A′ → A whose underlying objects are semicofibrant in M , the induced
map TorB(A′−,−C) → TorB(A−,−C) is an isomorphism in HoAMC . Similarly,
for any map of monoids C′ → C whose underlying objects are semicofibrant in M ,
the induced map TorB(A−,−C′)→ TorB(A−,−C) is an isomorphism in HoAMC .
Since for Quillen adjunctions the left derived functor of the composite of the left
adjoints is the composite of the left derived functors, the last part of Theorem 1.7
gives an “associativity” isomorphism for the derived functors.
Theorem 1.12. Let M be a monoidal model category, and let A, B, C, and D
be monoids in M . Assume that each category of modules in the statement below is
a closed model category with fibrations and weak equivalences created in M . If the
underlying objects of B and C are semicofibrant in M , then there is a canonical
enriched natural isomorphism of trifunctors
TorB(AL, (TorC(BM,ND))D) ∼= TorC(A(TorB(AL,MC)), ND),
compatible with the associativity isomorphism for the symmetric monoidal product
in HoM and satisfying the evident analogue of the pentagon law. Adjointly, there
is a canonical enriched natural isomorphism of trifunctors
ExtA((TorB(AM,NC))C , PD) ∼= ExtB(NC , (ExtA(MB, PD))D).
Several special cases of the results presented above are of particular interest.
These include:
Tensors and cotensors. Although treated explicitly in Theorem 1.1, the exis-
tence and interpretation of tensors and cotensors as derived functors also follows
from the general bimodule theorems above. Tensors and cotensors in AM comprise
the special case of the isomorphisms (1.5) in which B = C = I. Likewise, tensors
and cotensors in HoAM comprise the special case of the isomorphisms (1.9) in
which B = C = I. This indicates that Tor(AM,X ) provides the tensor M ⊗̂ X
for HoAM . The last part of the Theorem 1.11 indicates that the tensor M ⊗̂X in
HoAM agrees with the derived monoidal product M ∧̂ X in HoM when the un-
derlying object in M of A is semicofibrant. Moreover, it follows that for a map of
monoids A → B whose underlying objects are semicofibrant, the derived forgetful
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(or “pullback”) functor HoBM → HoAM preserves tensors. This special case of
isomorphisms (1.9) also implies that Ext(X,AM) provides the cotensors for HoAM ,
and that these are preserved by the derived forgetful functor to HoM . Note that
tensors are preserved by all enriched left adjoints and cotensors are preserved by all
enriched right adjoints, and so the remarks on preservation of tensors and cotensors
also follow from the observations on extension of scalars and coextension of scalars
below.
Extension of scalars. Let B → A be a map of monoids in M , and assume that
the categories AM and BM are closed model categories with fibrations and weak
equivalences created in M . It then follows formally that the extension of scalars
functor A∧B (−) : BM → AM and the forgetful (or pullback) functor AM → BM
form a Quillen adjunction. When A and B are semicofibrant in M , Theorem 1.7
implies that the left derived extension of scalars functor is given by TorB(AA,−)
and Theorem 1.11 implies that it is naturally isomorphic to TorB(A,−) in HoM .
In particular, in this case, when B → A is a weak equivalence, the extension of
scalars adjunction is a Quillen equivalence.
Coextension of scalars. Let A → B be a map of monoids in M , and assume
that the categories AM and BM are closed model categories with fibrations and
weak equivalences created in M . The forgetful functor BM → AM has a right
adjoint given by A[B,−]. If B is semicofibrant in AM , then Theorem 1.7 implies
that this is a Quillen adjunction and it identifies the right derived coextension of
scalars functor as ExtA(BB ,−). Moreover, Theorem 1.11 implies that this functor
is naturally isomorphic to A[[B,−]] in HoM .
Free and cofree functors bimodule structure. For the map of monoids I → A,
the extension of scalars functor and coextension of scalars functor are called the
free functor and the cofree functor. These functors have the extra structure that
they factor through the forgetful functor AMA → AM . Assume that the categories
of AM and AMA are closed model categories with fibrations and weak equivalences
created in M and that A is semicofibrant in M . Then A∧Aop is also semicofibrant
in M and Theorem 1.11 implies that the functors
F(−) = Tor(A∧AopA,−), and F
♯(−) = Ext(AA∧Aop ,−),
provide factorizations of the derived free and cofree functors through HoAMA. The
adjunctions also identify FX as A⊗̂X , the tensor (in HoAMA) of A with the object
X of HoM . Since tensors commute with enriched left adjoints, we obtain natural
isomorphisms in HoAM (or (HoAM )
op)
M ⊗̂X ∼= TorA(AFX,M ), and [[X,M ]] ∼= ExtA(FXA,M ).
The isomorphism A[[M,F♯X ]] ∼= [[M,X ]] from the enriched adjunction also refines
to an isomorphism in HoMA
ExtA(M,F
♯XA) ∼= Ext(AM,X )
as an instance of the universal map of enriched derived functors. Although not a
direct result of the results listed above, this last enriched natural transformation is
an immediate consequence of the more general Theorem 5.3 in Section 5 below.
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In practice, many monoidal model categories have additional properties that
make the semicofibrant hypotheses in the results above unnecessary in certain cases.
The process of eliminating these hypotheses is discussed in Section 8.
The second author would like to thank Brooke Shipley and Andrew Blumberg
for helpful comments.
2. Monoidal model categories
This section reviews the terminology and basic theory of monoidal model cat-
egories from [12] (and [5]). The definition of a monoidal model category involves
constraints on the interaction of the model structure with the closed symmetric
monoidal structure. The imposed conditions suffice to ensure that the homotopy
category inherits a closed symmetric monoidal category structure and that the lo-
calization functor is lax symmetric monoidal. The conditions are stated in terms of
the following two standard maps. Let f : A−→B, g : K−→L, and h : X−→Y be maps
in a symmetric monoidal closed category M . Then the maps
[g, h] : [L,X ]→ [K,X ]×[K,Y ] [L, Y ]
and
f  g : (A ∧ L) ∪A∧K (B ∧K)→ B ∧ L
are defined by the diagrams
[L,X ]
[g,h]
**TT
TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
((
**
[K,X ]×[K,Y ] [L, Y ] //

[L, Y ]
g∗

[K,X ]
h∗
// [K,Y ]
(2.1)
and
A ∧K
f∧ id
//
id∧ g

B ∧K


A ∧ L //
//
(A ∧ L) ∪A∧K (B ∧K)
f  g
**UU
UUUU
UUUU
UUU
UU
B ∧ L
(2.2)
in which the squares are a pullback and a pushout, respectively.
Definition 2.3. A monoidal model category M is a closed model category with a
closed symmetric monoidal structure satisfying the following two axioms:
(Enr): If g : K → L is a cofibration and h : X → Y is a fibration, then [g, h]
is a fibration. Moreover, if either g or h is also a weak equivalence, then so
is [g, h].
(Unit): There exists a cofibrant object Ic and a weak equivalence ω : Ic → I
such that the composite ℓ˜c of the adjoint of the unit isomorphism and ω
∗
ℓ˜c : Z → [I, Z]→ [Ic, Z]
is a weak equivalence for every fibrant object Z.
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The first axiom, the Enrichment Axiom is the internal version of Quillen’s axiom
(SM7). We have given it in a form that easily generalizes to the context of enriched
categories in the next section. Each of the above axioms may be reformulated
adjointly in terms of ∧, and these reformulations seem to be easier to work with in
practice. The adjoint form of the Enrichment Axiom is called the Pushout Product
Axiom [12, 3.1]
Proposition 2.4. Let M be a closed model category with a closed symmetric mon-
oidal structure. Then M satisfies the Enrichment Axiom (Enr) if and only if it
satisfies the Pushout Product Axiom:
(PP): If f : A → B and g : K → L are cofibrations, then so is f  g. More-
over, if either f or g is also a weak equivalence, then so is f  g.
When M satisfies these axioms, it satisfies the Unit Axiom (Unit) if and only if
it satisfies the following axiom:
(Unit
′
): There exists a cofibrant object Ic and a weak equivalence ω : Ic → I
such that the composite ℓc of id∧ω and the unit isomorphism
ℓc : X ∧ Ic → X ∧ I ∼= X
is a weak equivalence for every cofibrant object X.
The equivalence of the axioms (Enr) and (PP) follows from the characterization
of (acyclic) cofibrations and (acyclic) fibrations in terms of lifting properties, using
the (−∧−, [−,−])-adjunction applied to f , g, and h as above (see, for example, [5,
4.2.2]). The equivalence of the two unit axioms is closely related to the construction
of the derived product and function functors and our discussion of it is postponed
until after Proposition 2.6 below.
To describe the implications of (PP) for the functors ∧ and [−,−], we must
first recall the standard model structures on the opposite of a closed model cat-
egory and the product of two closed model categories. If M and M ′ are closed
model categories, then M ′ ×M is a closed model category whose cofibrations, fi-
brations, and weak equivalences are the maps that are cofibrations, fibrations, and
weak equivalences, respectively, in each coordinate. Also, M op is a closed model
category whose cofibrations, fibrations, and weak equivalences are the maps that
are the opposites of fibrations, cofibrations, and weak equivalences, respectively. In
particular, the fibrant objects in M op are the cofibrant objects in M .
Proposition 2.5. Let M be a monoidal model category, and X, Z objects of M
that are cofibrant and fibrant, respectively.
(a) The functors X ∧ (−) and (−)∧X preserve cofibrations and acyclic cofibra-
tions.
(b) The functor [X,−] preserves fibrations and acyclic fibrations.
(c) The functor [−, Z] converts cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations in M into
fibrations and acyclic fibrations, respectively.
(d) The functor ∧ : M×M → M preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant
objects
(e) The functor [−,−] : M op × M → M preserves weak equivalences between
fibrant objects.
Proof. Applying the Pushout Product Axiom to the map from the initial object
to a cofibrant object X gives that ∧ preserves cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations
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in either variable when the other variable is cofibrant. A second application of
the Pushout Product Axiom then indicates that ∧ preserves acyclic cofibrations
between cofibrant objects. Coupled with this observation, Brown’s Lemma [1, 9.9]
implies that ∧ preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant objects. A similar
argument, using the Enrichment Axiom (Enr), proves the claim about [−,−]. 
Parts (d) and (e) of this proposition indicate that ∧ and [−,−] satisfy Quillen’s
criterion (Proposition 1 in [11, p. I.4.2] or Proposition 9.3 in [1]) for the existence of
a left derived functor ∧̂ and a right derived functor [[−,−]], respectively. Moreover,
these derived functors can be constructed so that
X ∧̂ Y = X ∧ Y and [[Y, Z]] = [Y, Z]
whenever X and Y are cofibrant objects of M and Z is a fibrant object of M . In
particular, if Y is cofibrant, then (−) ∧̂ Y and [[Y,−]] are the left and right derived
functors of (−) ∧ Y and [Y,−] respectively. Quillen’s criterion for adjoint derived
functors (Theorem 3 in [11, pp. I.4.5ff] or Theorem 9.7 in [1]) then implies that
(−) ∧̂Y and [[Y,−]] are adjoint. These observations are summarized in the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.6. If M is a monoidal model category, then the left derived functor
∧̂ of ∧ and the right derived functor [[−,−]] of [−,−] exist and give a parametrized
adjunction
HoM (X ∧̂ Y, Z) ∼= HoM (X, [[Y, Z]])
This parametrized adjunction is the source of an easy proof of the equivalence
of the Unit Axioms (Unit) and (Unit
′
). The functors (−) ∧ Ic and [Ic,−] are
Quillen adjoints, and induce the adjoint functors (−) ∧̂ Ic and [[Ic,−]] on the ho-
motopy category HoM . The map in axiom (Unit) is a natural transformation in
HoM from the identity functor to [[Ic,−]]. Axiom (Unit) asserts that this natural
transformation is a natural isomorphism. The map in axiom (Unit
′
) is the adjoint
natural transformation from (−) ∧̂ Ic to the identity. That axiom asserts that this
adjoint natural transformation is a natural isomorphism. Since each natural trans-
formation is a natural isomorphism if and only if its adjoint is, the two axioms are
equivalent.
From this it follows that the unit isomorphism for ∧ induces a unit isomorphism
for ∧̂. Using the description of the derived functor ∧̂ in terms of cofibrant approx-
imations, it is straightforward to check that the associativity isomorphism for ∧
induces an associativity isomorphism for ∧̂. Combined with Proposition 2.6, these
observations prove most of the following result. For a more complete discussion,
see [5, 4.3.2].
Proposition 2.7. Let M be a monoidal model category. The derived product
∧̂ and the derived function objects [[−,−]] provide the homotopy category HoM
with a closed symmetric monoidal structure. Moreover, the localization functor
M → HoM is lax symmetric monoidal.
3. Enriched model categories
Although most of the main results stated in the introduction only make sense
for module categories, the most basic result, Theorem 1.1, applies more generally
to closed model categories enriched over a monoidal model category. Moreover,
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since the enrichment of the derived balanced product and function functors de-
scribed in our main results concisely encodes much of the coherence among the
derived functors we discuss, it is particularly convenient to work in the context
of enriched categories as much as possible. Our first objective in this section is to
introduce axioms for the interaction of a model category structure with an enriched
category structure which imply the “expected” relationship between the homotopy
category, the enrichment, and the homotopy category of the enriching monoidal
model category. We begin the discussion of this relationship with Theorem 3.10,
the generalization of Theorem 1.1 to enriched model categories. The discussion
then continues in the next section with Theorem 4.2, which states the universal
property of the enrichment of the homotopy category, and with a study of enrich-
ments of derived functors. Finally, we conclude the discussion in Section 5 with a
study of enriched derived bifunctors and enriched parametrized adjunctions.
Recall that a category C enriched over a closed symmetric monoidal category
M consists of:
(i) A class Ob(C ) of objects of C ,
(ii) For each C, D in Ob(C ) a mapping object C [C,D] in M ,
(iii) A composition law given by maps
◦ : C [D,E] ∧ C [C,D]→ C [C,E]
in M for each C, D, E in Ob(C ), and
(iv) Identity morphisms, which are maps idC : I →
C [C,C] in M for each C in
Ob(C ),
These morphisms are required to satisfy the appropriate associativity and unit
conditions (see, for example, [6, 1.2]).
The ordinary category underlying C has the same objects as C and morphism
sets given by
C (C,D) = M (I, C [C,D]).
The composition law and identity morphisms for this underlying category are de-
rived from the composition law and identity morphisms in M above.
More informally, an enrichment over M of an ordinary category C is an iso-
morphism (or merely equivalence) between C and the underlying category of a
M -enriched category. For example, M is enriched over itself by the isomorphism
M (I, [X,Y ]) ∼= M (I ∧X,Y ) ∼= M (X,Y ).
The following definition describes the standard procedure for pushing enrich-
ments forward along a monoidal functor.
Definition 3.1. Let λ : M−→N be a lax symmetric monoidal functor between two
symmetric monoidal closed categories M and N . Let C be a category enriched
over M . The induced category λ∗C enriched over N has the same object set as
C and morphism objects in N given by
λ∗C [C,D] = λ
(
C [C,D]
)
.
The composition and identity maps in N for λ∗C are obtained by applying λ to
the analogous maps for C in M and composing with the appropriate morphisms
giving λ its monoidal structure. There is a canonical functor from the underlying
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category of C to that of λ∗C which is the identity on objects and on morphisms is
C (C,D) = M (IM ,
C [C,D])
λ
−→ N
(
λIM , λ
(
C [C,D]
))
−→ N
(
IN , λ
(
C [C,D]
))
= λ∗C (C,D),
where the second map comes from the unit map for λ.
The monoidal functor of interest to us is the localization functor λ : M−→HoM
associated to a monoidal model category M . If C is enriched over M , then λ∗C is
a sort of homotopy category. For example, when M is the monoidal model category
of spaces, the enrichment of C over M is given by function spaces C [C,D]. The
morphism sets of λ∗C are then the path components of these function spaces.
Thus, when λ is the localization functor for a monoidal model category, λ∗C is a
natural generalization of the traditional notion of a homotopy category. If C also
carries a closed model structure, then it is natural to inquire about the relationship
between HoC and λ∗C . Without some restrictions on the model structure on C ,
there need not even be a functor comparing HoC and λ∗C . However, there is an
obvious generalization of the Enrichment Axiom for monoidal model categories to
the context of closed model categories enriched over a monoidal model category.
For the statement of this axiom, we need the following generalization of the map
[g, h] from Section 2. Let f : A−→B, g : K−→L, and h : X−→Y be maps in a category
C enriched over a monoidal model category M . Then
C

[g, h] : C [L,X ]→ C [K,X ]×C [K,Y ]
C [L, Y ]
is the map defined by the pullback analogous to (2.1) with C [−,−] in place of [−,−].
The generalization of the Enrichment Axiom for monoidal model categories to the
context of enriched categories is
(Enr): If g : K−→L is a cofibration in C and h : X−→Y is a fibration in C ,
then C

[g, h] is a fibration in M . Moreover, if either g or h is also a weak
equivalence, then so is C

[g, h].
The following analog of Proposition 2.5 describes the implications of this En-
richment Axiom for the functor C [−,−]. (Recall for part (c) that a fibrant object
in M op is a cofibrant object in M .)
Proposition 3.2. Let C be a closed model category enriched over a monoidal model
category M such that the Enrichment Axiom is satisfied.
(a) If C is cofibrant, then the functor C [C,−] preserves fibrations and acyclic
fibrations.
(b) If D is fibrant, then the functor C [−, D] converts cofibrations and acyclic
cofibrations in C into fibrations and acyclic fibrations in M , respectively.
(c) The functor C [−,−] : C op × C → M preserves weak equivalences between
fibrant objects.
Proposition 3.2(3.2(c)) indicates that the restriction of the composite functor
C
op × C
C [−,−]
−−−−→ M
λ
−→ HoM
to the full subcategory of C opcf × Ccf consisting of pairs (C,D) such that C and D
are both cofibrant and fibrant in C converts weak equivalences into isomorphisms.
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It follows from the universal property of localization that the functor Ccf −→ λ∗Ccf
factors through the category HoCcf to give a comparison functor
Υ: HoCcf−→λ∗Ccf .
This comparison functor is the subject of the following Homotopy/Unit Axiom:
(HoUnit): The functor Υ: HoCcf−→λ∗Ccf is an isomorphism of categories.
In other words, the Homotopy/Unit Axiom requires that whenever C and D are
cofibrant-fibrant objects of C , the map HoC (C,D)→ λ∗C (C,D) is a bijection.
This axiom turns out to generalize the Unit Axiom in the definition of a monoidal
model category. It is shown below that it is equivalent to both of the more obvious
generalizations of the Unit Axiom that become available when C is tensored or
cotensored over M . Together, the Enrichment Axiom and Homotopy/Unit Axiom
suffice to describe the model structures on enriched categories which give homotopy
categories that appropriately preserve the enrichment.
Definition 3.3. Let M be a monoidal model category and let C be a closed model
category that is enriched overM . Then C is an enriched model category if it satisfies
the Enrichment Axiom (Enr) and the Homotopy/Unit Axiom (HoUnit).
When C has tensors or cotensors, both the Enrichment Axiom (Enr) and the
Homotopy/Unit Axiom (HoUnit) have alternate forms that are easier to verify
in practice. For the statements of these alternative forms, we need the following
generalizations of the maps [g, h] and f  g defined in Section 2. Let f : A−→B
and h : X−→Y be maps in C and g : K−→L be a map in M . Then the maps
[g, h] : [L,X ]→ [K,X ]×[K,Y ] [L, Y ]
and
f ⊠ g : (A⊗ L) ∪A⊗K (B ⊗K)→ B ⊗ L
are defined as the pullback analogous to (2.1) and as the pushout analogous to (2.2)
(with ⊗ replacing ∧), respectively.
The following proposition provides the alternative forms of the Enrichment Ax-
iom. It follows easily from the characterization of (acyclic) cofibrations and (acyclic)
fibrations in M in terms of lifting properties, using the tensor or cotensor adjunc-
tion.
Proposition 3.4. Let M be a monoidal model category and let C be a closed model
category that is also enriched over M .
(a) If C has tensors, then the Enrichment Axiom (Enr) is equivalent to the
following Pushout Tensor Product Axiom:
(PTP): If f : A → B is a cofibration in C and g : K → L is a cofibration in
M , then f ⊠ g is a cofibration in C . Moreover, if either f or g is also a weak
equivalence, then so is f ⊠ g.
(b) If C has cotensors, then the Enrichment Axiom (Enr) is equivalent to the
following Cotensor Axiom:
(Cot): If g : K−→L is a cofibration in M and h : X−→Y is a fibration in C , then
[g, h] is a fibration in C . Moreover, if either g or h is also a weak equivalence,
then so is [g, h].
The following proposition provides the alternative forms of the Homotopy/Unit
Axiom (HoUnit):
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Proposition 3.5. Let M be a monoidal model category and let C be a closed model
category that is enriched over M and satisfies the Enrichment Axiom (Enr).
(a) If C has tensors, then the Homotopy/Unit Axiom is equivalent to the fol-
lowing Tensor Unit Axiom
(TUnit): When C is cofibrant in C , the map ℓc : C ⊗ Ic → C ⊗ I ∼= C is a weak
equivalence.
(b) If C has cotensors, then the Homotopy/Unit Axiom is equivalent to the
following Cotensor Unit Axiom
(CUnit): When D is fibrant in C , the map ℓ˜c : D ∼= [I,D] → [Ic, D] is a weak
equivalence.
The proof of this result is similar to the proof of the equivalence of the two unit
axioms (Unit) and (Unit
′
) given in Section 2. It makes use of the adjunction
relating the derived functors of the tensor and cotensor functors, and this proof is
delayed until after our discussion of the existence of these derived functors. The
following extension of Proposition 2.5 to the context of tensors and cotensors is
needed in the discussion. Its proof again follows by adjunction from the character-
ization of (acyclic) cofibrations and (acyclic) fibrations in terms of lifting. (Recall
for part (b) that a fibrant object in M op is a cofibrant object of M .)
Proposition 3.6. Let M be a monoidal model category and let C be a closed model
category that is enriched over M and satisfies the Enrichment Axiom (Enr).
(a) Assume C has tensors. If C and X are cofibrant in C and M , respectively,
then C ⊗ (−) and (−)⊗X preserve cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations. Also, the
functor ⊗ : C ×M → C preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant objects.
(b) Assume C has cotensors. If X is cofibrant in M , then [X,−] preserves
fibrations and acyclic fibrations in C . If D is fibrant in C , then [−, D] converts
cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations in M into fibrations and acyclic fibrations in
C , respectively. Also, the functor [−,−] : M op×C → C preserves weak equivalences
between fibrant objects.
Proposition 3.6 implies that the tensor and cotensor adjunctions for C are Quillen
adjunctions in each variable. This observation and an argument analogous to the
proof of Proposition 2.6 proves the following proposition.
Proposition 3.7. Let M be a monoidal model category and let C be a closed model
category that is enriched over M and satisfies the Enrichment Axiom (Enr).
(a) If C has tensors then the left derived functor ⊗̂ of ⊗ exists and with C [[−,−]]
gives a parametrized adjunction
HoC (C ⊗̂X,D) ∼= HoM (X, C [[C,D]]).
(b) If C has cotensors then the right derived functor [[−,−]] of [−,−] exists and
with C [[−,−]] gives a parametrized adjunction
HoC (C, [[X,D]]) ∼= HoM (X, C [[C,D]]).
A cofibrant approximation Ic−→I to the unit I for M yields natural transforma-
tions
ℓc : C ⊗ Ic → C ⊗ I ∼= C
and
ℓ˜c : D ∼= [I,D]→ [Ic, D]
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relating the inclusion functor on HoCcf → HoC to the functors −⊗ Ic and [Ic,−].
The axioms (Unit
′
) and (Unit) assert that these natural transformations are nat-
ural isomorphisms. The adjunction of Proposition 3.7 allows us to relate these
natural transformations to the comparison functor Υ: HoCcf−→λ∗Ccf via the fol-
lowing commuting diagram:
HoCcf (C,D)
(ℓ˜c)∗
//
ℓ∗c

Υ
))TT
TTTT
T
HoCcf (C, [Ic, D])
∼=

λ∗C (C,D)
=
**TT
TTTT
T
HoC (C ⊗ Ic, D) ∼=
// HoM (Ic,
C [[C,D]])
(3.8)
(Only the relevant part of this diagram exists when C has tensors but not cotensors
or vice-versa.) Clearly each of the maps (ℓ˜c)∗, Υ, and ℓ
∗
c in this diagram is an
isomorphism if and only if the either of the other maps is also an isomorphism.
This implies that (HoUnit) is equivalent to (CUnit) and (TUnit) whenever
either axiom makes sense.
Our motivating examples of enriched model categories are provided by the fol-
lowing result.
Proposition 3.9. Let M be a monoidal model category, let A be a monoid in M ,
and assume the category AM of left A modules is a closed model category with
fibrations and weak equivalences created in M . Then AM is an enriched model
category.
Proof. AM has tensors induced by ∧ and cotensors induced by [−,−]. Moreover,
the Enrichment Axiom (Enr) for M implies the Cotensor Axiom (Cot) for AM
and the Unit Axiom (Unit) for M implies the Cotensor Unit Axiom (CUnit) for
AM . 
The following is our fundamental result about enriched model categories. Cou-
pled with the previous proposition, it implies Theorem 1.1 of the introduction.
Theorem 3.10. Let C be an enriched model category over a monoidal model cat-
egory M . Then the right derived functor C [[−,−]] of C [−,−] exists and enriches
HoC over HoM . Further, if C is tensored or cotensored over M , then HoC is
likewise tensored or cotensored over HoM .
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.2(c) that the right derived functor C [[−,−]] of
C [−,−] exists and C [[X,Y ]] may be computed as C [QX,RY ] where QX → X is
a cofibrant approximation and Y → RY is a fibrant approximation. Every ob-
ject C of HoC is isomorphic in HoC to an object RQC of HoCcf ; conjugating
by these isomorphisms gives both an isomorphism C [[RQC,RQD]] ∼= C [[C,D]] and
Quillen’s equivalence of HoCcf with HoC . The Homotopy/Unit Axiom requires that
Υ: HoCcf−→λ∗Ccf is an isomorphism, and viewing λ∗Ccf as a full enriched subcat-
egory of λ∗C , it follows that HoCcf and therefore HoC is enriched by
C [[−,−]].
This completes the proof of the first statement of the theorem. Proposition 3.7
is a first step toward proving that HoC is tensored and/or cotensored over HoM
when C is. However, the adjunctions provided by that proposition are ordinary,
rather than enriched adjunctions. To complete the proof of the theorem, we prove
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a stronger version of Proposition 3.7 with enriched adjunctions as Corollary 4.11 in
our discussion of enriched functors and adjunctions in the next section. 
For concreteness and to introduce notation used in the next section, we describe
in more detail the composition law constructed in the previous proof. For each
object C of C , choose and fix an acyclic fibration qC : QC → C with QC cofibrant
(with qC the identity if C is cofibrant), an acyclic cofibration rC : C → RC with RC
fibrant (with rC the identity if C is fibrant), and a factorization sC : RQC → RC of
the composite QC → RC, i.e., a map sC making the diagram on the left commute.
QC
qC ∼

//
rQC
∼
// RQC
sC∼




QC

rQC ∼

rC◦qC
// RC

C // rC
∼ // RC RQC //
sC
<<x
x
x
x
x
∗
Such a factorization exists by the lifting property of cofibrations with respect to
acyclic fibrations illustrated on the diagram on the right above. Note that sC is a
weak equivalence by the two-out-of-three property. We choose sC to be the identity
when C is cofibrant. Then s−1C ◦ rC = rQC ◦ q
−1
C is an isomorphism in HoC from C
to the cofibrant-fibrant object RQC.
The purpose of the choice of the maps s is that it allows us to identify the
isomorphism
(rQC ◦ q
−1
C )
∗(rQD ◦ q
−1
D )
−1
∗ :
C [[RQC,RQD]]→ C [[C,D]]
in the proof of Theorem 3.10 above with the map
C [[RQC,RQD]] = C [RQC,RQD]
(sD)∗r
∗
QC
−−−−−−→ C [QC,RD] = C [[C,D]].
The composition in HoC therefore fits into the following commutative diagram in
HoM , where the dotted arrows are the inverses of the isomorphisms indicated by
the corresponding backward solid arrows.
C [[D,E]]∧̂C [[C,D]]
◦ //___________________ C [[C,E]]
C [QD,RE]∧̂C [QC,RD] //
oo
r∗
QD
∧̂(sD)∗
**
jj
r∗
QD
(sE)∗∧̂(sD)∗r
∗
QC UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
U
C [RQD,RE]∧̂C [QC,RQD]
◦ //

OO
(sE)∗∧̂r
∗
QC
C [QC,RE]

OO
(sE )∗r
∗
QC
C [RQD,RQE]∧̂C [RQC,RQD]
◦
// C [RQC,RQE]
The horizontal arrows in the bottom right square are the composition in λ∗C . We
can regard the middle row as a definition of the composition in the enrichment of
HoC .
4. Enriched functors and enriched derived functors
This section continues the study of enriched model categories with a discussion of
enriched functors. We characterize the enrichment of the homotopy category of an
enriched model category in terms of a universal property with respect to enriched
functors. This leads to a generalization to enriched functors of Quillen’s criterion
for the existence of derived functors and a corresponding theory of enriched Quillen
adjunctions.
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Recall that, for categories C and D enriched over M , an enriched functor
Φ: C → D consists of a function Φ: Ob(C )→ Ob(D) together with maps
ΦC,C′ :
C [C,C′]→ D [ΦC,ΦC′]
in M consistent with the identity morphisms and composition law. We also write
Φ for the functor on the underlying categories; this underlying functor is given
by M (I,ΦC,C′). More generally, when C is enriched over M , D is enriched over
N , and λ : M → N is a lax symmetric monoidal functor, a λ-enriched functor
Φ: C → D (or N -enriched, when λ is understood) consists of a function Φ on
objects and maps in N
ΦC,C′ : λ(
C [C,C′])→ D [ΦC,ΦC′]
consistent with the identity morphisms and composition law. The following well-
known proposition essentially provides an equivalent alternate definition of a λ-
enriched functor in terms of the N -enriched category λ∗C of the previous section.
Proposition 4.1. For any lax symmetric monoidal functor λ : M → N and any
M -enriched category C , λ induces a λ-enriched functor C → λ∗C , and this λ-
enriched functor is initial. In other words, for any N -enriched category D , any
λ-enriched functor C → D factors uniquely through an N -enriched functor λ∗C →
D .
We are mainly concerned with the case where λ is the localization functor M →
HoM . Using this special case of a λ-enriched functor, we can identify the homotopy
category of an enriched model category by a universal property. To avoid confusion
with the localization functor λ : M → HoM , we denote the localization functor
C → HoC as γ.
Theorem 4.2. Let C be an enriched model category over a monoidal model category
M . The localization functor γ : C → HoC is λ-enriched and is the initial λ-
enriched functor that sends weak equivalences to isomorphisms. In other words, for
any HoM -enriched category H , any λ-enriched functor C → H that sends weak
equivalences to isomorphisms factors uniquely through a HoM -enriched functor
HoC → H .
Proof. The enriched localization functor is given by the universal maps C [C,D]→
C [[C,D]] of the right derived functor; we need to check that these maps assemble
into an enriched functor. The fact that they preserve the identity morphisms is
clear, and so it suffices to check that they preserve composition. Consider the
following diagram in HoM written in the notation introduced at the end of the
previous section.
C [D,E]∧̂C [C,D]
◦ //
(rE)∗∧̂q
∗
C

C [C,E]
(rE)∗q
∗
C

C [D,RE]∧̂C [QC,D]
◦
!!
q∗
D
∧̂(rD)∗

//
oo
r∗
D
∧̂(qD )∗
C [RD,RE]∧̂C [QC,QD]
s∗
D
∧̂(rQD)∗

C [QD,RE]∧̂C [QC,RD] //
oo
r∗
QD
∧̂(sD)∗
C [RQD,RE]∧̂C [QC,RQD]
◦ // C [QC,RE]
(4.3)
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The top row is the composition in λ∗C and the bottom row is essentially the
composition in HoC . The square
C [RD,RE] ∧̂ C [QC,QD]
s∗D∧̂(rQD)∗

C [D,RE] ∧̂ C [QC,D]
◦

oo
//
r∗D∧̂(qD)∗
C [RQD,RE] ∧̂ C [QC,RQD]
◦
// C [QC,RE]
(where the right vertical arrow is the curved arrow in diagram (4.3)) commutes
by dinaturality since rD ◦ qD = sD ◦ rQD, and the remaining squares commute by
naturality. It follows that C → HoC is HoM -enriched.
Given any λ-enriched functor Φ: C → H that sends weak equivalences to iso-
morphisms, the natural maps Φ((rE)∗ ∧̂ q
∗
C), Φ(q
∗
D ∧̂ (rD)∗), and Φ((rE)∗q
∗
C) are
isomorphisms in HoM , and it follows from diagram (4.3) that Φ factors uniquely
through a HoM -enriched functor HoC → H . 
Next we discuss derived functors in the enriched model category context. We
concentrate our discussion on left derived functors to avoid tedious repetition. Re-
call that for a functor Φ: C → H , the left derived functor LΦ: HoC → H (if it
exists) is defined is to be the right Kan extension of Φ along the localization functor
γ : C → HoC . In other words, the left derived functor (if it exists) as part of its
structure comes with a natural transformation φ : LΦ ◦ γ → Φ which is final among
natural transformations F ◦ γ → Φ. The definition of enriched derived functors
therefore first requires review of the definition of enriched natural transformations.
Definition 4.4. An enriched natural transformation α between enriched functors
Φ,Φ′ : C → D is a natural transformation between the underlying functors that
makes the following diagram commute:
C [C,C′]
ΦC,C′
//
Φ′
C,C′

D [ΦC,ΦC′]
(αC′ )∗

D [Φ′C,Φ′C′]
(αC)
∗
// D [ΦC,Φ′C′]
If, instead, Φ and Φ′ are λ-enriched functors, then a λ-enriched natural trans-
formation is a N -enriched natural transformation from Φ to Φ′, considered as
N -enriched functors out of λ∗C
We offer the following definition in analogy with the definition of left derived
functor.
Definition 4.5. Let C be an enriched model category over a monoidal model cat-
egory M . Let H be a HoM -enriched category and let Φ: C → H be a λ-enriched
functor. We say that a HoM -enriched functor LMΦ: HoC → H and λ-enriched
natural transformation φM : LM ◦ γ → Φ forms the enriched left derived functor of
Φ when φM is final among λ-enriched natural transformations F ◦ γ → Φ. In other
words, given any HoM -enriched functor F : HoC → H and λ-natural transforma-
tion α : F ◦ γ → Φ, there exists a unique HoM -enriched natural transformation
θ : F → LMΦ such that φM ◦ θ = α.
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The enriched right derived functor is defined analogously, or equivalently, as
RMΦ = (LMΦop)op, for Φop : C op → H op. Note that without further hypotheses
on Φ, the underlying functor and natural transformation of the enriched left derived
functor need not agree with the left derived functor of Φ when both exist. In the
case when they do agree, we say that LMΦ, φM provide an enrichment of the
derived functor. Next we extend Quillen’s criterion for the existence of left derived
functors to the enriched context, and show that under its hypotheses, the enriched
left derived functor exists and provides an enrichment for the derived functor.
Quillen’s criterion for the existence of a left derived functor asserts that when
Φ: C → H preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant objects, the left derived
functor exists and can be computed using the cofibrant approximations QC. In
detail, for each map f : C → D in C , we choose Qf : QC → QD to be a lift of
f ◦ qC , i.e., choose a function QC,D making the following diagram commute.
C (C,D)
QC,D
//__________
q∗C &&M
MM
MM
MM
MM
M
C (QC,QD)
(qD)∗wwoo
oo
oo
oo
oo
o
C (QC,D)
Although Q is not a functor, implicit in the statement and explicit in the proof of
Quillen’s criterion is that when Φ preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant
objects, the composite Φ◦Q becomes a functor and Φ(q) a natural transformation.
In the enriched context, the map (qD)∗ :
C [QC,QD] → C [QC,D] is an acyclic
fibration, and so is an isomorphism in HoM . Thus, there exists a unique map
QC,D in HoM making the following diagram in HoM commute.
C [C,D]
QC,D
//__________
q∗C %%K
KK
KK
KK
KK
K
C [QC,QD]
(qD)∗
≃
xxpp
pp
pp
pp
pp
C [QC,D]
This leads to the following observation.
Lemma 4.6. There is an enriched functor Q : λ∗C → λ∗Cc extending the function
Q on objects. The maps q assemble to an enriched natural transformation from Q
to the identity in λ∗C .
Proof. As indicated above, the enriched functor Q is defined as the map in HoM
QC,D :
C [C,D]
q∗C // C [QC,D] //
oo
(qD)∗
C [QC,QD]
and it is clear from this definition that q is an enriched natural transformation
provided that Q is an enriched functor. To see that Q is an enriched functor,
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consider the following diagram in HoM .
C [D,E]∧̂C [C,D]
◦ //
id∧̂q∗
C

C [C,E]
q∗
C

C [D,E]∧̂C [QC,D]
◦
  
q∗
D
∧̂id

//
oo
id∧̂(qD)∗
C [D,E]∧̂C [QC,QD]
q∗
D
∧̂id

C [QD,E]∧̂C [QC,D] //
oo
id∧̂(qD)∗

OO
(qD)∗∧̂(qE )∗
C [QD,E]∧̂C [QC,QD]
tt
44
(qE )∗∧̂idiii
iii
iii
iii
iii
i
◦ // C [QC,E]

OO
(qE )∗∧̂id
C [QD,QE]∧̂C [QC,QD]
◦
// C [QC,QE]
This diagram, like diagram (4.3), commutes by naturality and dinaturality. 
The following theorem now extends Quillen’s criterion to λ-enriched functors.
The corresponding criterion for right derived functors also holds (and follows by
considering Φop : C op → H op).
Theorem 4.7 (Enriched Quillen Criterion). Let C be an enriched model category
over a monoidal model category M , H be a category enriched over HoM , and
Φ: C → H be a HoM -enriched functor. If Φ takes weak equivalences between
cofibrant objects to isomorphisms in H , then the enriched left derived functor exists
and provides an enrichment for the left derived functor.
Proof. The composite enriched functor Φ ◦Q : λ∗C → H sends weak equivalences
to isomorphisms, and so factors through an enriched functor LMΦ: HoC → H ,
and φM = Φ(q) gives a natural transformation from LMΦ ◦ γ = Φ ◦ Q to Φ. It
is easy to see from the diagrams preceding Lemma 4.6 that the underlying functor
and natural transformation are the left derived functor and universal natural trans-
formation constructed by Quillen. Given any enriched functor F : HoC → H and
any enriched natural transformation α : F ◦ γ → Φ, the maps θC = αQC ◦ F (q
−1
C )
assemble to a natural transformation θ : F → LΦ, and this is the unique natural
transformation θ such that φM ◦ θ = α. 
Next we discuss Quillen adjunctions. Recall that given an adjunction between
closed model categories C and D , the following are equivalent:
(i) The left adjoint preserves cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations.
(ii) The right adjoint preserves fibrations and acyclic fibrations.
(iii) The left adjoint preserves cofibrations and the right adjoint preserves fi-
brations.
Such an adjunction is called a Quillen adjunction. The left adjoint Φ: C → D
then preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant objects, and the right adjoint
Θ: D → C preserves weak equivalences between fibrant objects. Quillen’s criterion
for the existence of left derived functors then applies to γD◦Φ and Quillen’s criterion
for the existence of right derived functors to γC ◦Θ. We write LΦ and RΘ for the
corresponding (unenriched and, if applicable, enriched) derived functors obtained
from γD ◦ Φ and γC ◦ Θ. The fundamental theorem of model category theory is
that LΦ and RΘ remain adjoints. To extend this to the enriched context we first
must recall the definition of an enriched adjunction.
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Definition 4.8. An adjunction between enriched functors Φ: C → D and Θ: D →
C is said to be enriched if the unit and counit of the adjunction are both enriched
natural. This condition is equivalent to the requirement that the adjunction iso-
morphism
C (C,ΘD) ∼= D(ΦC,D)
lifts to an isomorphism
C [C,ΘD] ∼= D [ΦC,D].
that is enriched natural in each variable.
Theorem 4.9 (Enriched Quillen Adjunction). Let C and D be enriched model
categories over the monoidal model category M . If an enriched adjunction (Φ,Θ)
between C and D is a Quillen adjunction, then the derived adjunction (LΦ,RΘ) is
also enriched.
Proof. If we write η : Id→ ΘΦ for the unit of the (Φ,Θ) adjunction, then the unit
of the (LΦ,RΘ) adjunction is (Θr) ◦ η ◦ q−1, and this is clearly enriched when η is,
and likewise for the counit. 
As promised in the last section, we now complete the proof of Theorem 3.10.
This amounts to recalling the notions of tensors and cotensors and applying the
result above.
Definition 4.10. For an object C of C and an object X of M , the associated
tensor C⊗X and cotensor [X,C] are objects of C , unique up to an enriched natural
isomorphism when they exist, for which there are enriched natural isomorphisms
C [C ⊗X,−] ∼= [X, C [C,−]] and C [−, [X,C]] ∼= [X, C [−, C]].
If C ⊗X exists for all X , then for formal reasons C ⊗ (−) is an enriched functor,
and we can interpret the natural isomorphism above as an enriched adjunction.
Analogous observations hold for [−, C].
Applying the previous theorem to these enriched adjunctions gives the following
corollary and thereby completes the proof of Theorem 3.10.
Corollary 4.11. Let C be an enriched model category over a monoidal model
category M .
(a) If C has tensors then so does HoC and the tensor in HoC is the left derived
functor ⊗̂ of the tensor ⊗ in C
(b) If C has cotensors then so does HoC and the cotensor in HoC is the right
derived functor [[−,−]] of the cotensor [−,−] in C .
5. Enriched bifunctors and their derived functors
In the context of ordinary category theory, bifunctors such as the functor taking a
pair of objects C and D in a category C to their product C×D or to the morphism
set C (C,D) have as their domains categories of the form C × C , C × C op, or
C × D . However, the domains of the analogous enriched bifunctors, such as the
tensor product functor, enriched hom functors, and the tensor and cotensor functors
are not product categories like C × D , but more complex enriched categories of
the form C ∧ D , as can be seen in the familiar examples of additive categories.
In the context of enriched model categories, this problem with domain categories
for bifunctors is compounded by the fact that the morphism sets of the ordinary
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category underlying an enriched category like C ∧ D typically have no tractable
description. As a result, we cannot expect to be able to impose a useful model
structure on these categories. The purpose of this section is to propose a definition
of enriched derived functors in this context and to study when they exist and fit
into (parametrized) enriched adjunctions.
We begin by reviewing the definition of enriched bifunctor. For categories C
and D enriched over M , the enriched category C ∧ D is defined to have objects
Ob(C ∧ D) = Ob(C ) × Ob(D) and for objects (C,D), (C′, D′) in Ob(C ∧ D), the
morphism object C∧D [(C,D), (C′, D′)] in M is defined to be
C [C,C′] ∧ D [D,D′].
An enriched bifunctor from C ,D to an enriched category E is defined to be an
enriched functor C ∧ D → E . The ordinary bifunctor C × D → E underlying an
enriched bifunctor C ∧D → E is obtained by precomposing with the functor from
from C ×D to the underlying category of C ∧D that takes
f ∈ M (I, C [C,C′]) = C (C,C′), g ∈ M (I,D [D,D′]) = D(D,D′)
to
f ∧ g ∈ M (I, C [C,C′] ∧ D [D,D′]) = (C ∧D)((C,D), (C′, D′)).
An enriched natural transformation of bifunctors is an enriched natural transfor-
mation of functors C ∧ D → E , or equivalently, a natural transformation that is
enriched in each variable separately.
In the context of a monoidal model category M , since λ : M → HoM is lax
symmetric monoidal, we have a canonical HoM -enriched functor
λ∗C ∧̂ λ∗D → λ∗(C ∧D).
This functor is typically not an equivalence. When C and D are enriched model cat-
egories, the HoM -enriched localization functors γC : λ∗C → HoC and γD : λ∗D →
HoD induce a HoM -enriched functor
γC ∧̂ γD : λ∗C ∧̂ λ∗D → HoC ∧̂ HoD ,
but we do not expect an enriched functor from λ∗(C ∧ D) to HoC ∧̂ HoD . The
following theorem describing the universal property of γC ∧̂ γD is the bifunctor
analog of Theorem 4.2; its proof is a straightforward application of diagram (4.3).
Theorem 5.1. Let C and D be enriched model categories over the monoidal model
category M . The HoM -enriched bifunctor γC ∧̂ γD : λ∗C ∧̂ λ∗D−→HoC ∧̂ HoD is
initial among HoM -enriched bifunctors that take weak equivalences in each vari-
able to isomorphisms; in other words, if H is a HoM -enriched category and
Φ: λ∗C ∧̂ λ∗D−→H is a HoM -enriched functor that sends weak equivalences to
isomorphisms, then Φ factors uniquely through a HoM -enriched functor
HoC ∧̂ HoD−→H .
Next we discuss the enriched left derived functors of enriched bifunctors. We
offer the following definition.
Definition 5.2. Let C and D be enriched model categories over a monoidal model
category M , let H be a category enriched over HoM , and let Φ: λ∗C ∧̂λ∗D → H
be a HoM -enriched bifunctor. An enriched bifunctor LMΦ: HoC ∧̂ HoD−→H with
an enriched natural transformation φM : LMΦ ◦ (γC ∧̂ γD)→ Φ forms the enriched
left derived bifunctor of Φ when φM is final among enriched natural transformations
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F ◦ (γC ∧̂ γD) → Φ. We say that the enriched left derived bifunctor enriches the
left derived functor of Φ if the left derived functor LΦ, φ of Φ exists and is the
restriction to HoC ×HoD of the underlying functor and natural transformation of
LMΦ, φM .
Enriched right derived bifunctors are defined analogously. The following theorem
is the bifunctor equivalent of Theorem 4.7. The corresponding result for right
derived functors also holds (and follows by considering the appropriate enriched
opposite categories).
Theorem 5.3. Let C and D be enriched model categories over a monoidal model
category M , let H be a category enriched over HoM , and let Φ: λ∗C ∧̂λ∗D → H
be a HoM -enriched bifunctor. If Φ takes weak equivalences between cofibrant objects
to isomorphisms in H , then the enriched left derived bifunctor exists and enriches
the left derived functor.
Proof. We obtain LMΦ by factoring Φ ◦ (Q ∧̂ Q) using Theorem 5.1. Given an
enriched functor F : HoC ∧̂ HoD → H and an enriched natural transformation
α : F ◦γC ∧̂γD → Φ, then F (q
−1∧̂q−1) is the unique enriched natural transformation
factoring α. 
The definition and theorems above have obvious generalizations to trifunctors
and functors of any number of variables. In general for C0, . . . ,Cm enriched model
categories over a monoidal model category M , and an enriched functor of m-
variables
Φ: C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cm → C0,
we write
LΦ: HoC1 ∧̂ · · · ∧̂ HoCm → HoC0
for the enriched left derived functor of
γC0 ◦ λ∗Φ: λ∗C1 ∧̂ · · · ∧̂ λ∗Cm → λ∗C0 → HoC0
when it exists and extends the left derived functor, and call it the enriched total
left derived functor. The enriched total right derived functor is defined analogously
and denoted RΦ. The following terminology is also convenient.
Definition 5.4. For Φ as above, we say that the left derived functor of Φ is enriched
when the enriched left derived functor of γ ◦λ∗Φ exists and extends the left derived
functor. Likewise, we say that the right derived functor of Φ is enriched when
the enriched right derived functor of γ ◦ λ∗Φ exists and extends the right derived
functor.
Functors of many variables admit many sorts of compositions, and the same
kind of results as usual for the composition of derived functors of a single variable
apply to all the possible compositions of total derived functors of many variables.
The following proposition suffices for our purposes in Section 7. We phrase the
proposition for the enriched total derived functors but it is really an assertion
about the unenriched total derived functors.
Proposition 5.5. Let C0, . . . ,Cm, D0, . . . ,Dn, and E be enriched model categories
over a monoidal model category M . If
Φ: C0 ∧D0 → E , Ψ: C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cm → C0, Ξ: D1 ∧ · · · ∧Dn → D0,
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are enriched functors that send tuples of cofibrant objects to cofibrant objects and
preserve weak equivalences between tuples of cofibrant objects, then the universal
map
(LΦ) ◦ (LΨ ∧̂ LΞ)→ L(Φ ◦ (Ψ ∧ Ξ))
is an isomorphism.
All of the enriched bifunctors of interest to us appear in enriched parametrized
adjunctions, and it is important that these adjunctions pass to homotopy categories.
The general context we study is when have a pair of bifunctors
Φ: C ∧D → E and Θ: Dop ∧ E → C
that form an enriched parametrized adjunction. This means that we have isomor-
phisms
E [Φ(C,D), E] ∼= C [C,Θ(D,E)].
that are enriched natural in all three variables. The following proposition describes
the two pairs of equivalent conditions that together suffice to ensure that such a
parametrized adjunction passes properly to homotopy categories.
Proposition 5.6. Let C , D , and E be enriched model categories over a monoidal
model category M , and let Φ: C ∧ D → E and Θ: Dop ∧ E → C be a pair of M -
enriched bifunctors forming an enriched parametrized adjoint pair. The following
two conditions are equivalent:
(i) Φ(−, D) preserves cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations for all cofibrant D in
D
(ii) Θ(D,−) preserves fibrations and acyclic fibrations for all cofibrant D in D
If Φ and Θ satisfy these conditions, then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(a) Φ(C,−) preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant objects for all cofi-
brant C in C .
(b) Θ(−, E) preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant objects for all fibrant
E in E
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is just a special case of the standard result
about Quillen adjunctions. Assuming (i) and (ii), let f : D−→D′ be a weak equiva-
lence between two cofibrant objects in D , C be a cofibrant object of C , and E be
a fibrant object of E . Then Φ(C,D) and Φ(C,D′) are cofibrant and Θ(D,E) and
Θ(D′, E) are fibrant by (i) and (ii). It follows that we can identify the commuting
diagram on the left below with the commuting diagram on the right below.
E [Φ(C,D′), E]
∼= //
Φ(idC ,f)
∗

C [C,Θ(D′, E)]
Θ(f,idE)∗

E [[Φ(C,D′), E]]
∼= //
Φ(idC ,f)
∗

C [[C,Θ(D′, E)]]
Θ(f,idE)∗

E [Φ(C,D), E]
∼= // C [C,Θ(D,E)] E [[Φ(C,D), E]]
∼= // C [[C,Θ(D,E)]]
Then Φ(idC , f)
∗ is an isomorphism for every cofibrant C in C and every fibrant
E in E if and only if Θ(f, idE)∗ is an isomorphism for every cofibrant C in C and
every fibrant E in E . Now by the enriched Yoneda Lemma in HoC and HoE , we see
that Φ(idC , f) is a weak equivalence for every cofibrant C if and only if Θ(f, idE)
is a weak equivalence for every fibrant E in E . 
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We can now state our main result on the passage of parametrized adjunctions
to homotopy categories.
Theorem 5.7. Let (Φ,Θ) be an enriched parametrized adjunction satisfying both
pairs of equivalent conditions of Proposition 5.6. Then the enriched total left derived
bifunctor
LΦ: HoC ∧̂ HoD−→HoE
of Φ and the enriched total right derived bifunctor
RΘ: HoDop ∧̂ HoE−→HoC
of Θ exist and form an enriched parametrized adjunction on the homotopy cate-
gories.
Proof. The enriched total derived bifunctors exist by Theorem 5.3 and its analogue
for right derived functors. For fixed D in D , write ΦD for the enriched functor
Φ(−, QD) : C → E and ΘD for the enriched functor Θ(QD,−) : E → C . Then by
Theorem 4.9, the total derived functors LΦD : HoC → HoE and RΘD : HoE →
HoC are adjoint. By construction, LΦD coincides with LΦ(−, D) viewed as an
enriched functor HoC → HoE , and RΘD coincides with RΘ(D,−) viewed as an
enriched functor HoE → HoC . Viewing LΦ(−)(−) as the bifunctor LΦ: HoC ∧̂
HoD → HoD , then formally there exists precisely one way to make RΘ(−) an
enriched bifunctor HoDop ∧̂ HoE → HoC that is a parametrized right adjoint to
LΦ; we have to show that for fixed E in E , the functor RΘ(−)(E) : HoD
op →
HoC so obtained coincides with RΘ(−, E). Denote the counit of the LΦD′ ,RΘD′
adjunction as ǫ′ and the natural isomorphism C [[LΦD(−),−]] ∼=
E [[−,RΘD(−)]] as
α′. Then as a contravariant HoM -enriched functor on HoD , RΘ(−)(E) is the map
D [[D,D′]]
LΦ(RΘD′ (E),−)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ C [[LΦ(RΘD′(E), D),LΦ(RΘD′(E), D
′)]]
ǫ′
∗
−→ C [[LΦ(RΘD′(E), D), E]]
α′
−→ E [[RΘD′(E),RΘD(E)]]
Unwinding the definition of LΦ, RΘ, and using naturality in D of the Φ,Θ adjunc-
tion, a little bit of work identifies this map as the composite in HoM
D [[D,D′]] = D [QD,RD′] ≃ D [QD,RQD]
Φ(QΘ(RQD′,RE)),Q(−))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
C [Φ(QΘ(RQD′, RE), QD),Φ(QΘ(RQD′, RE), RQD′)]
ǫ∗
−→
C [Φ(QΘ(RQD′, RE), QD), RE]
α
−→ E [QΘ(RQD′, RE),Θ(QD,RE)]
≃ E [QΘ(QD′, RE),Θ(QD,RE)] = E [[RΘ(D′, E),RΘ(D,E)]],
where ǫ is the counit and α the isomorphism for the Φ,Θ adjunction. Unwinding
the Φ,Θ adjunction identifies this composite as the functor RΘ. 
6. Semicofibrant objects
As explained in the introduction, semicofibrant objects in M are of intrinsic
interest because in practice monoids in M can often be approximated by weakly
equivalent monoids whose underlying objects are semicofibrant, but when the unit
I is not cofibrant, monoids typically cannot have underlying objects that are cofi-
brant. We need some further observations on the properties of semicofibrant objects
for the proofs of the main results of the introduction that are phrased in terms of
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semicofibrant objects. In this section, we collect these observations and some ad-
ditional facts about semicofibrant objects that seem potentially useful.
Recall that an object C in a closed model category C enriched over the monoidal
model category M is semicofibrant when the functor C [C,−] : C → M preserves
fibrations and acyclic fibrations. Clearly, this notion is most useful when C is an
enriched model category, and we have the following proposition that generalizes
parts of Proposition 1.3.
Proposition 6.1. Let C be an enriched model category.
(a) If C is cofibrant in C , then it is semicofibrant in C . Moreover, if the unit
I is cofibrant in M , then an object C of C is semicofibrant in C if and only if it is
cofibrant in C .
(b) If C is semicofibrant in C and C → D is a cofibration in C , then D is
semicofibrant in D .
Proof. The first part of part (a) is a special case of part (b), which follows imme-
diately from the Enrichment Axiom. For the second part of part (a), suppose I
is cofibrant in M and let C be a semicofibrant object in C ; then to see that C is
cofibrant, we just need to see that for any acyclic fibration X → Y and any map
C → Y , there exists a lift C → X . A map C → Y specifies a map in M from I
to C [C, Y ]. Since C is semicofibrant, C [C,X ] → C [C, Y ] is an acyclic fibration in
M . Since I is cofibrant in M , we can lift I → C [C, Y ] to I → C [C,X ], and this
specifies the lift C → X in C of C → Y . 
We also need the following general theorem about semicofibrant objects. It is
proved at the end of the section.
Theorem 6.2. Let C be an enriched model category and D a fibrant object of C .
Then C [−, D] preserves weak equivalences between semicofibrant objects.
Applying the theorem to the cofibrant approximation QC → C, we obtain the
following corollary.
Corollary 6.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2, if C is a semicofibrant object
of C , then the canonical map C [C,D]→ C [[C,D]] is an isomorphism in HoM .
The following proposition explains many of the properties of semicofibrant ob-
jects.
Proposition 6.4. Let C be an enriched model category that has tensors.
(a) C is semicofibrant if and only if C ⊗− : M → C preserves cofibrations and
acyclic cofibrations.
(b) If C is semicofibrant, then C⊗Ic is cofibrant, and ℓc : C⊗Ic → C is a weak
equivalence.
Proof. Part (a) is the usual usual result on Quillen adjunctions applied to the
adjoint pair C⊗− : M → C and C [C,−] : C → M . The first statement of part (b)
follows from applying part (a) to the cofibration 0→ Ic where 0 is the initial object.
For the second statement in part (b), consider the map
C [C,D]→ [Ic,
C [C,D]] ∼= C [C ⊗ Ic, D].
When D is fibrant in C , C [C,D] is fibrant in M , and so this map is a weak
equivalence by the Unit Axiom in M . Since the composite is induced by the map
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ℓc : C ⊗ Ic → C, applying Corollary 6.3 and the enriched Yoneda Lemma, we see
that ℓc is a weak equivalence. 
Finally, we need the following two propositions which are specific to the case
of module categories. The first proposition is clear from the definition of semico-
fibrant. Together with it, Propositions 6.1 and 6.4 subsume Proposition 1.3 from
the introduction.
Proposition 6.5. Assume that AM is a closed model category with fibrations
and weak equivalences created in M . Then A, considered as an object of AM , is
semicofibrant in AM .
The following proposition is a formal statement of the observation following
Theorem 1.7 and plays a key role in the arguments in the next section.
Proposition 6.6. Assume that AM and AMB are closed model categories with
fibrations and weak equivalences created in M . If the monoid B is semicofibrant as
an object of M , then the forgetful functor AMB → AM preserves cofibrations and
takes semicofibrant objects in AMB to semicofibrant objects in AM .
Proof. The functor [B,−] : AM−→AMB is right adjoint to the forgetful functor from
AMB to AM . Since B is semicofibrant in M , this right adjoint preserves fibrations
and acyclic fibrations. Thus, the forgetful functor from AMB to AM preserves
cofibrations (and by hypothesis on the model structures, all weak equivalences). If
M is semicofibrant in AMB, then we see from the natural isomorphism
A[M,−] ∼= A[M, [B,−]]B : AM → M
that A[M,−] preserves fibrations and acyclic fibrations, and so M is semicofibrant
in AM . 
We close the section with the proof of Theorem 6.2. Let C be an enriched model
category, let D be a fibrant object, and let f : C′ → C be a weak equivalence
between semicofibrant objects; we need to see that f∗ : C [C,D] → C [C′, D] is a
weak equivalence. Since C [−, D] converts acyclic cofibrations to acyclic fibrations,
by factoring the map from C to the final object, it suffices to consider the case
when C is fibrant. Likewise, by factoring the map f , it suffices to consider the case
when f is an acyclic fibration.
The idea for the proof is to construct some kind of “map” g : C → C′ such that
the composite f ◦ g : C → C is the identity and the composite g ◦ f : C′ → C′ is
(left) homotopic to the identity. The induced composite g∗ ◦ f∗ then would be the
identity and f∗ ◦ g∗ would be (right) homotopic to the identity, and so still a weak
equivalence. We can actually do this in the case when I is cofibrant using a version
of the argument of Proposition 6.1 (or the proposition itself). We generalize this
argument and make this idea rigorous as follows:
Since C is semicofibrant and f is an acyclic fibration, the map f∗ :
C [C,C′] →
C [C,C] is an acyclic fibration. Let i˜dC : Ic →
C [C,C] be the composite of Ic → I
and the map I → C [C,C] representing the identity of C. Then since Ic is cofibrant,
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we can lift i˜dC to a map g : Ic →
C [C,C′].
C [C,C′]
∼ f∗

Ic
i˜dC
//
g
<<x
x
x
x
x
C [C,C]
Composition gives a map
C [C′, D] ∧ Ic →
C [C′, D] ∧ C [C,C′]→ C [C,D]
and adjoint to this map, we have a map
gˆ : C [C′, D]→ [Ic,
C [C,D]].
By construction, the composite map gˆ ◦ f∗ : C [C,D] → [Ic,
C [C,D]] is the map ℓ˜c,
which is a weak equivalence by the Unit Axiom in M (since C [C,D] is fibrant).
We have constructed a commutative diagram
C [C,D]
ℓ˜c
∼
//
f∗

[Ic, C [C,D]]
(f∗)∗

C [C′, D] //
gˆ
88ppppppppppp
[Ic,
C [C′, D]]
where the bottom map is the composite (f∗)∗ ◦ gˆ. If this map were ℓ˜c, then the
argument would be complete (cf. Proposition 6.7 below); the remainder of the
argument is to show that it is homotopic to ℓ˜c. Note that (f
∗)∗ ◦ gˆ is induced by
“composition” with the map h = f∗ ◦ g : Ic →
C [C′, C′]. If we write f˜ for the map
Ic →
C [C′, C] adjoint to the map Ic → I →
C [C′, C] representing f , then we have
f∗ ◦ h = f∗ ◦ f
∗ ◦ g = f∗ ◦ i˜dC = f˜ : Ic →
C [C′, C].
Let J be a Quillen left cylinder object for Ic, i.e., factor the codiagonal map Ic∐Ic →
Ic as a cofibration Ic∐Ic → J followed by an acyclic fibration J → Ic. Then writing
i˜dC′ : Ic →
C [C′, C′] for the map Ic → I →
C [C′, C′] induced by the identity on
C′, we have the following solid arrow commuting diagram:
Ic ∐ Ic
i˜dC′∐h //


C [C′, C′]
∼ f∗

J
φ
55lllllllll // Ic
f˜
// C [C′, C]
Choose a lift φ as indicated by the dashed arrow in the diagram. Then composition
gives us a map
C [C′, D] ∧ J → C [C′, D] ∧ C [C′, C′]→ C [C′, D].
Let φˆ denote the adjoint map C [C′, D]→ [J, C [C′, D]].
The two acyclic cofibrations Ic → J induces two acyclic fibrations [J,
C [C′, D]]→
[Ic,
C [C′, D]]. By composition with φˆ, we obtain two maps C [C′, D]→ [Ic,
C [C′, D]],
which by construction are ℓ˜c and (f
∗)∗ ◦ gˆ. It follows that [J,
C [C′, D]] is a Quillen
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path object for [Ic,
C [C′, D]] and that φˆ is a Quillen right homotopy between (f∗)∗◦gˆ
and ℓ˜c.
In particular, since ℓ˜c is a weak equivalence, φˆ is a weak equivalence, and therefore
(f∗)∗ ◦ gˆ is a weak equivalence. This shows that of the three composable maps
f∗ : C [C,D]→ C [C′, D]
gˆ : C [C′, D]→ [Ic,
C [C,D]]
(f∗)∗ : [Ic,
C [C,D]]→ [Ic,
C [C′, D]]
both gˆ ◦ f∗ and (f∗)∗ ◦ gˆ are weak equivalences. The following “two out of six”
principle of Dwyer, Hirschhorn, Kan, and Smith [2, 8.2.(ii)] implies that f∗ is a
weak equivalence and completes the proof of the theorem.
Proposition 6.7 (Two out of Six Principle [2, §9]). Let C be a closed model
category, and let
a : W → X, b : X → Y, c : Y → Z
be maps in C . If b ◦ a and c ◦ b are weak equivalences, then so are a, b, and c.
Proof. For any object V in C , the map (b ◦ a)∗ : HoC (V,W ) → HoC (V, Y ) is
a bijection, and so b∗ : HoC (V,X) → HoC (V, Y ) is a surjection. The map (c ◦
b)∗ : HoC (V,X) → HoC (V, Z) is a bijection, and so b∗ : HoC (V,X) → HoC (V, Y )
is an injection. Thus, b∗ is a bijection for every V in C , and so by the Yoneda
Lemma, b is an isomorphism in HoC . It follows that b is a weak equivalence, and
by the two out of three axiom, that a and c are weak equivalences. 
7. Proofs of the main results
In this section, we apply the theory of enriched derived functors developed in
the Sections 3–5 to prove the theorems stated in the introduction. Throughout, we
assume that M is a monoidal model category. We use A generally to denote an
arbitrary monoid in M and B to denote a monoid in whose underlying object in
M is semicofibrant. Also, we assume that all of the categories of modules being
discussed are closed model category with fibrations and weak equivalences created
in M .
In order to complete the proofs of the results stated in the introduction, we
must show that our results on enriched parametrized adjunctions can be applied to
the fundamental parametrized adjunctions arising in the study of bimodules. The
following proposition provides a general statement.
Proposition 7.1. Let A, B, and C be monoids in M . If the underlying object of
B is semicofibrant in M , then:
(a) For cofibrations f : M →M ′ in AMB and g : N → N
′ in BMC , the map
(M ∧B N
′) ∪(M∧BN) (M
′ ∧B N)→M
′ ∧B N
′
is a cofibration in AMC and is a weak equivalence if either f or g is.
(b) For a cofibration f : M →M ′ in AMB and a fibration p : P
′ → P in AMC ,
the map
A[M ′, P ′]→ A[M ′, P ]×A[M,P ]
A[M,P ′]
is a fibration in BMC and is a weak equivalence if either f or p is.
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(c) For a cofibration g : N → N ′ in BMC and a fibration p : P
′ → P in AMC ,
the map
[N ′, P ′]C → [N ′, P ]C ×[N,P ]C [N,P
′]C
is a fibration in AMB and is a weak equivalence if either g or p is.
Proof. By the usual Quillen adjunction argument, part (a) is equivalent to both
part (b) and part (c). Part (b) follows from Proposition 6.6 and the Enrichment
Axiom for AM (Proposition 3.9). 
As previously indicated, Theorem 1.1 is a special case of Theorem 3.10, and
Proposition 1.3 follows from the results proved in the previous section. We now go
through the proofs of the remaining theorems from the introduction:
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Applying Theorem 4.9, part (a) is clear from the hypothesis
that the fibrations and weak equivalences are created in M and part (b) is a formal
consequence of part (a) since enriched right adjoints preserve cotensors. Parts (c)
and (d) follow similarly from Theorem 4.9 and the definition of semicofibrant. 
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Parts (a) and (b) of this theorem follow from Theorem 5.7
and Proposition 7.1. The claim in part (c) of the theorem that M ∧B (−) and
A[M,−] form a Quillen adjoint pair is just a reformulation of the hypothesis that
M is semicofibrant in AM . Theorem 4.9 provides enriched derived adjoint functors
for this Quillen pair. The equivalence of ExtA(MB,−C) with the right derived
functor is a consequence of Theorem 6.2 and the equivalence of TorB(AM,−C)
with the left derived functor follows by the uniqueness of left adjoints. 
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Note that for each of the natural transformations whose
existence is asserted by this theorem, there is an obvious corresponding natural
transformation before passage to the homotopy categories. Applying Theorem 5.3
and the universal property of the enriched total left and right derived bifunctors
to these known natural transformations yields the desired natural transformations
between the derived functors. 
Proof of Theorem 1.11. By hypothesis the forgetful functor preserves fibrant ob-
jects and by Proposition 6.6 it preserves cofibrant objects when the monoid (whose
action is being forgotten) is semicofibrant in M . The theorem follows by applying
Proposition 5.5:
(a) The right adjoint version, with Φ = A[−,−], Ψ the forgetful functor AMB →
AM , and Ξ the forgetful functor AMC → AM in part (a).
(b) With Φ = ∧B , Ψ the forgetful functor functor AMB → MB , and Ξ the
identity functor in part (b).
(c) With Φ = ∧B, Ψ , the identity functor, and Ξ the forgetful functor BMC →
BM in part (c). 
Proof of Theorem 1.12. The statement about Tor is a straightforward application
of Proposition 5.5, which can be applied inductively to any association. The state-
ment about Ext is adjoint. 
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8. Accommodating non-semicofibrant monoids
In the theorems of the introduction we needed to impose the hypothesis that
certain monoids have semicofibrant underlying objects in M . While the results
there appear to be the best possible for an arbitrary monoidal model category, the
monoidal model categories used in practice tend to satisfy even stronger properties
which allow the semicofibrancy hypothesis to be partially dropped. Specifically,
in this section we consider monoidal model categories M where all categories of
modules are closed model categories with fibrations and weak equivalences created
in M , and satisfy in addition the following properties:
(i) For any monoid A, there exists a monoid A′ with underlying object in M
semicofibrant and a map of monoids A′ → A that is a weak equivalence.
(ii) For any monoid A and any cofibrant left A-moduleM , the functor (−)∧AM
preserves weak equivalences between all right A-modules.
For the statements in this section, the monoidal model category M is always as-
sumed to satisfy properties (i) and (ii) above.
The first property holds in particular when the conclusions of [12, 4.1] hold:
The category of monoids in M is then itself a closed model category and the
cofibrant objects have their underlying object in M semicofibrant. Although the
we do not know of a general principle that would imply the second property, it
holds in all presently known monoidal model categories of spectra [3, 4, 9] and
equivariant spectra on complete universes [7, 8, 10] as well as the most common
monoidal model categories coming from algebra. The purpose of this section is to
indicate specifically which of the semicofibrancy hypotheses of the theorems of the
introduction can be eliminated under the assumptions above.
Theorem 1.1 requires no semicofibrancy hypothesis. Property (ii) above, applied
with the monoid I, shows that the comparison map between tensors in HoM and
tensors in HoAM is a natural isomorphism.
Theorem 8.1. Let A be a monoid in M . Then HoAM is enriched over HoM
by the right derived functor A[[−,−]] of A[−,−], tensored by the left derived functor
of ∧ and cotensored by the right derived functor of [−,−]. Moreover, the derived
forgetful functor HoAM → HoM preserves tensors and cotensors.
Property (ii) above implies that ∧A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3,
and we can therefore define TorA to be its enriched total left derived bifunctor. In
general, ∧A does not satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.7, and we we need to work
a bit harder to find a right adjoint. Applying property (i) above to find a weak
equivalence A′ → A with A′ semicofibrant in M , property (ii) implies both that the
extension of scalars and forgetful functor adjunction between AM and A′M is a
Quillen equivalence and also that the natural transformation ∧A′ → ∧A induces an
enriched natural isomorphism of left derived functors TorA′ → TorA. This implies
that TorA fits into an enriched parametrized adjunction. The right adjoint is a
refinement of ExtI and so has some justification to be denoted as Ext(−A,−), but
in general will not be the right derived functor of
[−,−] : MA ×M → AM .
Since comparison map Ext(−A′ ,−)
∼=
−→ [[−,−]] is adjoint to the map Tor(−,−) →
TorA′(−,−) induced by ∧ → ∧A, the map Ext(−A,−)
∼=
−→ [[−,−]] has an analogous
description. We summarize this in the following theorems.
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Theorem 8.2. Let A be a monoid in M .
(a) The total left derived bifunctor TorA of ∧A exists, is enriched over HoM ,
and is an enriched parametrized left adjoint in each variable.
(b) The right adjoints Ext(−A,−) and Ext(A−,−) are naturally isomorphic to
[[−,−]] in HoM by the adjoint to the comparison map Tor(−,−)→ TorA(−,−).
(c) For each fixed right module M and each fixed left module N , TorA(M,−)
and TorA(−, N ) are the left derived functors of M ∧A (−) and (−) ∧A N .
Theorem 8.3. Let A′ → A be a map of monoids and a weak equivalence in M .
Then the forgetful functor AM → A′M is the right adjoint of a Quillen equiva-
lence. The derived equivalence of homotopy categories preserves tensors and coten-
sors, and the universal enriched natural transformation TorA′ → TorA is a natural
isomorphism.
The bimodule version of Tor is complicated by the fact that a pair of weak
equivalences of monoids A′ → A and B′ → B does not necessarily induce a weak
equivalence A′ ∧ B′ → A ∧ B, and so does not necessarily induce a Quillen equiv-
alence between categories of bimodules. However, it follows from property (ii)
above, that the map is a weak equivalence when one of A′, B′ and one of A,B are
semicofibrant in M .
Proposition 8.4. Let A′ → A and B′ → B be maps of monoids in M . Then the
forgetful functor AMB → A′MB′ is the right adjoint of a Quillen adjunction. If both
maps are weak equivalences and one of A′, B′ and one of A,B are semicofibrant in
M , then the Quillen adjunction is a Quillen equivalence.
When C is a monoid whose underlying object is semicofibrant in M , then cofi-
brant (B,C)-bimodules are cofibrant as left B-modules. Applying property (ii)
again, we obtain the following refinement of the theorems from the introduction.
Theorem 8.5. Let A, B, and C be monoids in M and assume that C is semico-
fibrant in M . Then the left derived functor TorB(A−,−C) exists, is an enriched
parametrized left adjoint in the second variable (parametrized by the first variable),
and the enriched natural map
TorB(−,−)→ TorB(A−,−C)
is an isomorphism. Moreover, if either A or B is semicofibrant in M , then
TorB(A−,−C) is also an enriched parametrized left adjoint in the first variable.
Since by 8.2(c), we have that TorA(AA,−) and therefore ExtA(AA,−) are nat-
urally isomorphic to the identity functor, the previous theorem can be applied as
in the introduction to the case of C = I to study the extension of scalars and
coextension of scalars functors.
Corollary 8.6. Let A→ B be a map of monoids in M . Then the derived forgetful
functor HoBM → HoAM has both a left and a right adjoint. The left adjoint
is naturally isomorphic in HoM to TorA(B,−) and the right adjoint is naturally
isomorphic in HoM to A[[B,−]].
The map I → A gives the free and cofree functors on homotopy categories.
Using the map of monoids A ∼= A ∧ I → A ∧ A, the universal property of the left
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derived functors and the universal property of right adjoints induce comparison
maps between the free functor and the functors
F(−) = Tor(A∧AopA,−) and F
♯(−) = Ext(AA∧Aop ,−),
to HoAMA. Since the comparison maps with Tor(A,−) and [[A,−]] are isomor-
phisms and the derived forgetful functor reflects isomorphisms, we obtain the first
part of the following theorem. The isomorphisms in the second part follow because
the derived forgetful functor HoAM → HoM takes the comparison maps to the
corresponding ones for the free and cofree functors under the natural isomorphism
from the first part.
Theorem 8.7. The free and cofree functors HoM → HoAM are enriched naturally
isomorphic to the composite of the functors F,F♯ : HoM → HoAMA and the derived
forgetful functor HoAMA → HoAM . Moreover, the canonical comparison maps
M ⊗̂X → TorA(AFX,M ) and [[X,M ]]→ ExtA(FXA,M )
in HoAM , and
ExtA(M,F
♯XA)→ Ext(AM,X )
in HoMA are isomorphisms.
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